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Description
Surgery is the part of medicine. It is used to help treat injuries, accidents, and other illnesses. It provides information regarding treatment, repair, readjustment of organs and tissues to cure diseases. Plastic surgery is a surgical profession that deals with rebuilding or changing the human body and in the treatment of injury for cosmetic reasons, which leads to improving a person's appearance and also repairing face and body tissue defects caused by disease, damage, or birth defects. It improves and restores both function and appearance. The materials used as inserts in plastic surgery are namely Silicone, Gore-Tex, and Medpor. Some people will seek plastic surgery to repair a physical defect or to change an area of their body that troubles them. It is done by the skin is usually attached to the body and leading in a “flap.” The flap is repaired, and damaged area is stitched together. A products services as a free flap is used for more complex remodelling. It can help to feel better by removing any discomfort; some people may be suffering with certain areas of body or weight. The People want to feel good about their body and have a more physically good appearance, as it becomes trendier.

There are two types of Plastic Surgery are such as Reconstructive surgery means it is a surgery are involved by normal look and improve body function by a disease or medical condition. These are the examples of craniofacial surgery, hand surgery, microsurgery, and burn therapy. Cosmetic surgery is used to better a person overall look by modifying and changing healthy structure to make it more attractive to the eye. The treatments involve by breast surgery, breast lift, liposuction, and makeover. There are some surgeries like yeld surgery, blepharoplasty and repositions are removes the fat, skin, and other tissues under the eyes and turn out a younger look. The benefits of plastic surgery is to improve physical appearance, reconstructive benefits, improves health, and benefits of weight-loss patients. Nose surgery is widely believed to be the most difficult of all cosmetic surgery. Even a minor change in nose shape needs a good knowledge of nose structure, skilled surgical technique, and experience with the multiple risks that might lead to problems.

The risk factors of Plastic surgery are body lift is most risky for patients. This surgery involves lifting the belly, gluteal, thighs and genitals. It effects to improve the overall shape of the body and other Infections, blood clots, Nerve damage, Scarring, Excess bleeding, Muscle and tissue damage etc. The most painful surgeries are Liposuction, Dental implants, Total hip replacement, Bone marrow donation etc. It is a change in person nature appearance for the purposes of beauty and other reasons. It can also base on value for persons, who have a special feature. Getting the area cured, maybe for a birth defect, a medical problem and it can be prepared to invest in the patient's condition. In every surgery there is always contains a risk of problems involved.
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